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Abstract 
In order to explore the general approach of campus road planning and design, and hope to provide the theory of 
design and construction with the campus which are temporary lack of road planning and engineering practice. The 
paper selects a large number of campus-related examples and data collation, carries on the classification and gives a 
evaluation for different sizes of campus which explore their road network with the theory of spatial distribution; and 
designs their respective road layout categories in the form which based on the different functions of campus road 
classification; by the speed survey data analyzed, and gives the length and width of the road design reference value 
which are suitable for campus security to travel.  
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Beijing Jiaotong 
University (BJU) and Systems Engineering Society of China (SESC).  
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1.  Introduction 
In the recent years, the size of the campus have broadened quickly, the number of teachers and 
students have increased abruptly, and the number of the campus bicycles, electric bicycles and motor 
vehicles have also greatly improved. The issues of road safety associated with the campus increasingly 
frequent, this paper puts forward new requirements and content with the current campus planning and the 
construction of campus transport facilities, and endows the campus road planning with more historical 
responsibility and mission. At present, the campus road planning theory and design research is still in the 
beginning stage in China. The campus road traffic problems have already attracted the focus of attention, 
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therefore this paper is in view of the road network layout, the road classification, the road cross section 
design, and the appropriate length and width of the road to explore, in order to improve the campus traffic 
relevant aspects.   
2. The campus space layout and road network planning 
2.1 The campus space layout 
In order to management convenient, the relatively well-equipped campus will frequently concentrate 
the building facilities according to the different characteristics of the land used functions. The traditional 
campus usually is composed by the teaching office district, the life leisure district, the entertainment 
district, and the centralism green zone, as well as the logistic services area and so on. Based on the actual 
access to a large number of campus graphic design and related planning books, according to the campus 
space layout type which can be divided into four classes: annular space layout, band-shaped space layout, 
grid-shaped space layout and free-space layout. With the corresponding layout of the road links are: 
annular campus road, branch shape campus path, checkerboard campus path and free shape campus path. 
2.2 The campus classification 
According to the statistics which about 1800 colleges and universities around the nationwide, in order 
to study the spatial layout, size and layout of the road links among the campuses, the paper selects 100 
schools from the national university in the top 500 schools. Respectively takes the research target by the 
campus area as well as the number of teachers and students population, and carries on making indexes 
being dimensionless and cluster analysis method to these universities according to the scale size. 
Table 1. The size of the university campus classification standard 
Classification Campus area˄hectare˅ Number of teachers and students (population)  
Small- sized campus ζ140 ζ24000
Medium-sized campus 140—210 24000—42000 
Large- sized campus η210 η42000
2.3 The all kinds of campus space layout and road network layout 
(1) The campus space layout and road network layout 
The campus path is the people linearity activity projection, it contacts construction and square space 
such as the tie of the place, is to pass the thread of the people, which is like the skeleton of the whole 
campus groups. The campus must be attached to all the other elements of the road, the path's constitution 
form has decided the campus spatial arrangement. Based on the actual access to a large number of 
university graphic design and related planning books, according to the campus space layout type which 
can be divided into four classes: annular space layout, band-shaped space layout, grid-shaped space 
layout and free-space layout. The corresponding layout of the road links are: annular campus road, branch 
shape campus path, checkerboard campus path and free shape campus path. 
 (2) The layout of the road network theoretical analysis 
The checkerboard campus path layout advantage is the better for the construction arrangement and the 
campus transportation organization, the relationship of the traffic is more clear and the traffic flow is 
easier to distribute. The road network delivers passes the distribution which is to be evener, when the 
vehicle’s moving direction is clear and suitable for vehicle travelling on the road; the disadvantage is also 
clear that the road layout the straight coefficient is bigger, accessibility is poor and is not easy to divert 
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traffic flow, local traffic concentrated areas is prone to congestion, and the vehicles on campus may drive 
too fast in the straight way, and it easy to form the security hidden danger. Therefore the checkerboard 
campus path layout becomes certain angle generally with the construction grid oblique, may produce a lot 
of interesting serrated activity space to stay, the campus building space and campus road can form an 
appropriate buffer. There are a large number of vehicles travelling can be considered to increase the 
diagonal path or ring-shaped campus road. 
The branch shape campus path layout advantages which the land use are flexible, have no dominant 
center. Based on the core line as the campus backbone and traffic arteries, other subsidiary roads may 
extend freely. The campus buildings arrange along this core line on both sides. The subsequent 
development as well as the whole campus senses effect is better, it is easy to form the open space, which 
the campus core lines like the landscape axis, flexible, easy terrain with the perfect combination of the 
campus. Forms the transportation streamline and the natural landscape unifies closely, giving the totally 
natural feeling; the defect is also obviously that a long core transit can lead to campus travel inconvenient; 
In the campus travel peak period, it likely to cause the core of the main road traffic pressure which is too 
large, may lead to the campus road produce congestion, the impact of travel and the overall campus 
appearance. In order to prevent the branches of the campus road layout forming the core traffic line, 
caused the traffic distribution is too centralized, it can consider to set a few parallel core main road transit 
to share the burden of travel on campus. 
The annular campus road layout advantages which are the distance between the core function region 
and the various part of other region's relation is approximately quite, the direction is also balanced. The 
core functional areas link to the other surrounding areas campus buildings in all directions. The outer 
space can form a variety of forms, traffic moving within the outer lines define the different functions of 
buildings, achieve the reasonable partition function, including "static" and "people". In the inner space 
contact with the outside world, the most of small buildings which are set as the slow traffic areas, 
including teaching office and casual living areas, can avoid the outside world to disturb these areas. 
"Dynamic" and "Cars" are in the outside, the outside ring for some more contact with the outside world. 
Like surrounding community open architecture which is set for public transportation primarily area, 
mainly includes the recreational activity area and landscape area etc, which is convenient for the external 
vehicles, and improving the utilization rate of these areas. The disadvantage is also clear that the 
expansion of the core functional areas likely to be limited, if want to extend based on the original 
expansion will be difficult in the future. Therefore these campus should take long, completes the long-
term planning of preparation in the early planning. 
The free shape campus path layout advantages which are the campus shape free and romantic with 
more attractive features. Although the organization of space in the building are on the existence of a 
certain order, but in general form and campus building layout of processing. Some of the smaller 
universities in the good environment, it often adopts this kind of spatial arrangement form. The free path 
is generally shaped by the situation on campus , there is no special manual planning. Most of the terrain 
of the twists and turns with flexible outdoor space form, though the main road that is also obvious for 
irregular changeful curve, the building distribution is relatively loose, partitioned into several small 
groups and campus road form natural contact. For some first arrived, the school travelers are not easy to 
find the destination and campus should set the appropriate traffic signs for guiding the appropriate 
guidance in and out of campus at some important intersections, they can help the travelers find the 
destination quickly. 
(3) The various types of road network layout on campus 
For the small scale of the campus, it just as free form campus layout development demands, In which 
the relatively high proportion of they accounted, they are more willing to follow the natural form. Don't 
let the construction of campus layout add too much artificial trace. For this small scale of the campus 
planning, in addition to considering regular grid layout of the forms, it can also consider the free-shaped 
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layout of the road form space. For example, Huaqiao university located in Xiamen city which is the 
beautiful scenery of the small island, the scenery around the itself is beautiful enough.  
For the medium-sized campus, in which the relatively high proportion of they accounted, they are 
more willing to follow the grid layout and the annular space. The grid spatial layout of the campus in the 
most medium-sized building just in the early years; the buildings are almost modeled on the Soviet model. 
For example, Moscow State University is planning the use of axial symmetry, checkerboard road network, 
partition layout. The annular space layout is accompanied by the increasing size of the campus and the 
increase in vehicles outside, reform and opening up began to appear the circular traffic system. For 
example, Shenzhen University, the layout of the form allows the campus core functional areas which the 
people and vehicles can be diverted. Ensure that the campus teaching experimental plot and leisure life 
areas of academic had the quiet life environment. 
For the large-scale campus, in which the relatively high proportion of they accounted, they are more 
willing to follow the square grid and free-space layout. Many historical glorious and well-known colleges 
and universities, with the campus recruitment of students scale expansion, the reconstruction work started, 
the scale in the campus is continuously increasing. And like the Wuhan University campus around East 
Lake water, there is a Luojia hill, the campus excellent surroundings, as beautiful as a painting, so 
superior geographical environment, with natural-shaped spatial distribution in order to maximize the 
natural beauty of Wuhan University. 
3.The campus road classification and section design 
3.1. The campus road classification 
Different functions according to the campus road attributes can generally be divided into the main road, 
the inferior main road and the scenic road. Introduced these three different kinds of paths' functional 
localization, and have given the corresponding section arrangement form. 
The school office staff frequently travel with the main road in the campus daily life, as general, the 
roads between functional area which are the teaching area, the leisure area, the sports and entertainment 
area, the service area and the green landscape area , they are mainly responsible for motor vehicle travel 
on campus. 
The teachers and students frequently travel in the inferior main road in the campus daily life, the roads 
between functional areas which are the teaching district, the life leisure district, the sports and 
entertainment district, they are mainly responsible for slow traffic (bicycles and pedestrians) travelling on 
campus.  
The school travelers frequently travel in the campus leisure life, generally as the connection between 
the landscape area roads, they are mainly responsible for pedestrian travelling on campus. 
According to the size of Beijing University of Technology and the other five campus road 
classifications are shown below. 
3.2. The road cross-section design
The main road is set for the vehicles to meet the two-way traffic, the width of the main road of the road 
vehicle control in the 14m four-lane dual carriageway width and 7m in width (two-way four-lane, when 
set a yellow line to separate the traffic flow on the road; Set two-way two lane a yellow dotted line as the 
dividing line to the roadway, when the traffic volume is larger in the road). At the same time, vehicles 
always drive too fast on campus, in order to prevent the traffic conflict, on road section for machine-the 
separation, the space separation or crossed the form of limited area, can use the deceleration zone to 
reduce the vehicle speed and ensure the teachers and students travel safe; in the road entrance can be 
appropriately stretcher, to meet the requirements of the common driving demand. 
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Table 2. The table of university road classification and comparative analysis  
The campus scale The width of road 
School name Campus 
area
˄hectare˅
Number of teachers and 
students (population) 
The main 
road 
The inferior 
main road 
The landscape of 
road 
Tsinghua University 335 45600 η8 m 6 m–8 m 3 m–4 m 
Beijing University 
of Technology 
80 31000 η7 m 4 m–7 m 2 m–3 m 
South China 
University of 
Technology 
183 41000 η6 m 4 m–6 m 3 m–4 m 
Shenzhen University 144 32000 η8 m 5 m–6 m 3 m–4 m 
Tongji University 69 21000 η8 m 5 m–8 m 2 m–3 m 
Hehai University 50 4000 η10 m 6 m–10 m 2 m–3 m 
Travel times to meet the slow traffic safety and the provision of major road trip of the road width 
control in a two-way bike lanes 5 m width. At the same time for the region wishing to enter the campus 
side of the road vehicle use in this way among its three core areas of non-isolated machine, to control the 
non-campus machine produces conflict. In addition, the road entrance near the intersection may be 
appropriate to broaden area, to make the bike past or in the regulatory cross may be appropriate when 
there are some places to have a rest. 
Landscape of the road should be fully considered in the habits of school students would like to cut 
corners, the reasonable set sidewalk. At the same time, such roads should be designed to be more twists 
and turns, increase its interest, but also potentially increasing travel by physical exercise, relaxation time. 
The main road width of two-way control of walking trails in the 4 m width, the design characteristics of 
its surrounding landscape should contact with each other.  
4. The campus roads based on safety of travelling with the vehicle to determine their length, width 
4.1. The campus road traffic safety and speed limit 
The limit of vehicles running speed on campus is important for traffic safety, as usual the campus 
accident originated mainly from the campus road engineering proposal value does not have specific 
standards of length and width, the broad and long road may lead to vehicles driving fast, and the road 
channeling design is not obvious, the traffic accident sometimes occurs. Therefore the implementation of 
the campus road width and the clear standard can substantially reduce the frequency of accidents, and it 
can protect the safety of travel on campus. 
Table 3. The university of motor vehicle speed limit 
 The university Restricted speed The university Restricted speed 
Beijing University 25 km/h Tsinghua University 25 km/h 
Renmin University 15 km/h Beijing University of Technology 15 km/h 
Shanghai Jiao Tong University 10 km/h Shanghai University 20 km/h 
South China University of Technology 20 km/h Wuhan University 25 km/h 
According to the paper which can be found, the free-flow speed decide the length and width of the 
vehicle lane, in order to explore the relationship between these three factors, carries on them with 
investigates and analyzes. Withdraws vehicle speed value which are free-flow, observes the vehicle speed 
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in the road section. (As a result of campus paths do not have strict dividing strip on the roads, therefore 
select the entire road width to be the experimental subject) 
4.2. The campus road motor vehicle speed survey 
(1) The investigation method 
In order to collect the data sections can be close to free flow speed, and can analyze between the traffic 
lane length, the width and the vehicle speed relations, during the summer vacation in the sunny weather-
the 7:00 am - 14:00 pm. It selects Beijing University of Technology 5 ways which not to carry on the 
channelized layout the common width path. The MetroCount5700 would observe every 50 m section as 
an observation section, Withdraws place vehicle speed value which traffic flows travel freely, observes 
the road section the motor vehicle speed (due to the campus sub-lane road there is no strict, it select the 
entire road width as the width of the road as the object of study in this experiment) value as shown in 
Table 4.  
Table 4. The 85% speed of the car which in different length, width of road conditions 
Length 
Width 
0 m 50 m 100 m 120 m 150 m 180 m 200 m 220 m 
5.0 m 25.5 32.8 34.8 34.1     
6.5 m 30.5 47 40.9 45.5  35.5 30.9 
7.0 m 22.2 35.3 37.5 29.4 27.1  
9.0 m 36.2 50.9 57.3 46.1  35.2 
12.0 m 35.7 53.5 64.2 48.6  38.9 
 (2) The data processing and analysis 
For each observation section, the speed will be observed in order to be ranked from small to large in 
turn which take the 85% speed as the speed of V85 representative speed, the campus road specific data 
collection are shown as follows: 
         
Fig. 1. The change trends graph of 85% speed of the cars           Fig. 2. The different width in the lanes into the place 
when the motor vehicle traffic speed cumulative 
 frequency distribution   
According to the investigation data analysis, The process of moving motor vehicle on campus is 
divided into five stages: ķ The vehicles drive into the way slowly ĸ The vehicles accelerate gradually 
Ĺ The vehicles travel with the certain steady speed ĺ The vehicles decelerate gradually Ļ The vehicles 
drive away slowly.   
Vehicle position Speed (km/h) 
Sp
ee
d 
(k
m
/h
) 
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As the first stage and fifth stage and similar to the second stage and fourth stage, therefore this paper 
selects the vehicles in the process of running the first three stages for analysis. 
In the driveway length 120m, 180m, 200m and 220m of comparison, the more obvious is the process 
of the vehicle speed gradual change, vehicles which goes in a longer traffic lane, Its division vehicle 
speed's five stages even more obvious, can achieve the stable vehicle speed is also higher. In traffic lane 
length 180m, 200m and in the 220m comparison process, may discover that the traffic lane length is 
longer. The vehicles' stable speed is also higher, it is also longer by this speed control movement's 
distance, the driver speed control are more freely. 
It may discover through the figure above: (1)the beginning stage: in the lane width 5.0 m, 6.5 m, 7.0 m, 
9.0 m, 12.0 m, the Vehicle speed into place when 85% of the speed is in the 30 ± 5km / h which can be 
found for different widths of the lanes into the vehicle speed is just not significantly affected, mainly due 
to the speed and location of this road before entering the intersection on a road speed related, instant lane 
width for the influence of the speed is not so directly, and the lane width 5 m speed is greater than the 
lane width 7 m of the site driveway place, the phenomenon of speed numerous change is not strange. 
       
 Fig. 3. Under different width in the lanes                                 Fig. 4. The different width in the lanes 
                 when the motor vehicle accelerate                                       when the motor vehicle stable operation
      gradually cumulative frequency distribution                                  cumulative frequency distribution 
It may discover through the figure above: ĸ The acceleration period: Vehicle speed and gradually 
speed up to 85% when the speed of bit locations are more than the initial stage has been significantly 
improved, 85% of its speed range of bit locations, mainly in 30 km/h-40km/h, may discover that the 
traffic lane width is bigger than the traffic lane width small place vehicle speed, the lane width affect the 
vehicle speed is more apparent at this time, mainly due to the same location where the driver's 
psychological changes related with the speed of this road. With the significant increase in the width of the 
lane, the drivers' field of vision is more open, the demand for involuntary speed increased; but in the 
width of 7m and 6.5m speed comparison which don’t show the speed and lane width showed significant 
positive correlation trend, the width of the main road because the drivers’ subtle changes is not sensitive 
to the feelings generated, causing the speed of change is not regularity. 
It may discover through the figure above: Ĺ The stable stage: the vehicle speed and stability of 85% 
where the locations with speed are more obvious than the initial segment of the improvement, 85% of its 
speed range of locations are mainly in 30 km/h-50km/h. The lane width for the impact of motor vehicle 
speed is more apparent. At the same time can be found in the motor vehicle road width of 9m and 12m, its 
85% speed is larger than the campus reasonable locations expectations of speed 30 km / h , even to the 
dangerous 50 km / h or more, in this case non-local conflict occurs, most will cause serious traffic 
accidents.
Speed (km/h) Speed (km/h) 
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5. Conclusions 
States the theoretical analysis according to this article, the campus scale choose appropriate campus 
road space layout are shown below: especially the larger speed in the commodiousness lane width than 
the narrow lane width.  
Table 5. The size of the proposed the form of campus road layout space 
Classification The classification of campus space layout 
Small- sized campus chess disc campus path and free shape campus path 
Medium-sized campus chess disc campus path and annular campus road 
Large- sized campus chess disc campus path and free shape campus path 
From the above site speed accumulative total curve and different width in the lanes of the different 
position, the motor vehicle 85% of the speed trend graph shows: relative to the lane width for the impact 
of motor vehicle speed, the lane length for the impact of motor vehicle speed is more significant. In order 
to ensure the campus motor vehicle speed to be in the 30 km / h or less, we can consider the issue on the 
lane width and length to ensure the safety of the campus travel. The analysis of the measured data 
available in the campus road have not the drainage designed, the car road width should not exceed 9m. 
When the traffic lane width is 5 meter, it establishes the campus path length in 150 meter; the traffic 
lane width is 6.5 meter and 7 meter, the reference traffic lane width is the 5 meter path length, its value 
should better be also in 150 meter. If the length of the road linking between the two functional areas must 
be greater than 150 meter, it may consider to set the speed reduce belt in the middle of path to reduce the 
vehicle speed, and ensure that the campus safety of travel. 
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